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Case Study: LTS IP Cameras 
Placed in Classroom Facility 
Introduction 
Working families who need quality childcare can rely on 
one of the largest non-profit organizations to offer them 
comprehensive and development services. There are 
several programs and special initiatives emphasized in 
Central America that focus on early childhood 
development in classrooms. With 24 areas needing 
surveillance, having an IP solution was a fantastic way to 
future proof their needs for scalability and expansion. The 
request for security cameras to keep families and staff 
safe is crucial in the facilities. 
 

 

At a Glance:  
Market: 
Cities 
 
 
Location: 
Central America  
 
 
Application: 
Video surveillance monitoring 
throughout childcare facility  
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Challenge 
The scope of work will be to install dome cameras in all classrooms, and the main hallway 
of the facilities. Each of the 24 facilities were different in size and blue print, therefore the 
number of cameras needed varied. The challenge was staying within their budget while 
providing consistent quality work through the various building structures and size. 
 
Solution 
After studying the details of each building infrastructure, the installer was able to provide 
one camera model solution that worked for all requirements for each facility. Each location 
used the same Platinum Professional Level 8 Channel NVR 1U, LTN8708-P8, with a different 
quantity of the Platinum Varifocal Vandal Dome Cameras 3.2MP, CMIP7233-S, and WD 
surveillance grade hard drive. This helped make the solutions easy to install, scalable, and 
intuitive to one VMS. The installer found it very easy and simple to configure with the built-
in PoE feature for plug and play. Smallest facility used the Platinum Professional Level 8 
Channel NVR 1U, LTN8708-P8, five Platinum Varifocal Vandal Dome Cameras 3.2MP, 
CMIP7233-S, a 6TB Western Digital Surveillance Grade Hard Drive. 

                                                    

                              

 Results  
The organization was very satisfied with the cameras 

and LTS support. They are able to easily train how to use the software. Since safety and 
security is a huge priority, they were also able to lock the NVR’s securely into their network 
room on the storage rack. A job well done.  

Featured Products:  
 
(LTN8708-P8) Platinum 
Professional Level 8 
Channel NVR 1U 
 
(DHWD60PURX) Western 
Digital Surveillance Grade 
Hard Drive 6TB 
 
(CMIP7233-S) Platinum 
Varifocal Vandal Dome IP 
Camera 3.2MP 
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